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Abstract
In the UK the number of fatal accidents on rural roads is approximately double the one on
urban. Statistics also showed that rural accidents decreased less than on other road types.
The narrow width and complex geometry are less forgiving to drivers’ mistakes. A
potential remedy for this problem is automated driving (AD). Decisive in AD is the
ability to plan safe and feasible paths that can match any road geometry. Different
methods have been proposed for this purpose. Most of them either utilise forward
simulation of a vehicle dynamics model or describe mathematically a reference path and
then track it. In this paper, a new method belonging to the latter category is presented.
The method is based on a direct element approach and, as will be shown and discussed, is
unique because it’s the first one that includes a prediction of the vehicle slip angle and
designs paths minimising their maximum value. Furthermore, it is very flexible because it
can plan paths under arbitrary boundary and intermediate conditions and has a low
computational burden. Simulations illustrate its performance and comparisons to other
known methods highlight its strengths.
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List of notations

Symbol

Variable

a

acceleration

α

Tire slip angle

b

Element coefficient

c

Element coefficient

d

Element coefficient

F

Tire force

g

Gravitational acceleration

i

Iteration number

l

Vehicle width

lf

Distance from front axle to center of gravity

lr

Distance from rear axle to center of gravity

m

Mass

n

Number of element

N

Total number of elements

uf

Longitudinal velocity

v

Lateral velocity

r

Yaw rate

t n span

Element time span

i +1
t nspan
,cmd

Commanded element time span

An

Element matrix

C

Cornering stiffness

Iz

Mass moment of inertia

M

Moment

δ

Steering input

δF

Load transfer

κ

User defined coefficient

μ

Tire-road friction coefficient

Subscript

Meaning

a

First element node

b

Second element node

c

Constraints

f

Front tire

max

Maximum value

n

Element number

r

Rear tire

u

Unknowns

y

Lateral direction

z

Vertical direction

I, II, …

Increasing number

1,2,…

Increasing number

Superscript

Meaning

i

Iteration number

1. Introduction
In the last decade progress towards improving road safety has been achieved through
advancements in vehicle’s passive and active safety [1] - [4]. No doubt, most of the car
accidents happen because of human mistakes in decision making and handling of the
vehicle. Various Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have been and are
being developed to reduce drivers’ mistakes. According to the German In-Depth
Accident Study (GIDAS) lateral collision avoidance systems have the potential to reduce
by up to 24% the total number of rear end car accidents [5]. Vehicle manufacturers and
suppliers envision reducing fatalities and serious injuries to zero [6].
In the UK the number of fatal accidents on rural roads is approximately double the one
on urban [7]. Statistics also showed that accidents decreased less than on other road
types. The narrow width and complex geometry are less forgiving to drivers’ mistakes. A
potential remedy for this problem is automated driving (AD). Decisive in AD is the
ability to plan safe and feasible paths that can match any road geometry. For this purpose,
different methods have been proposed up to now. The methods can be broadly classified
in two categories.
In the first category a vehicle model is utilised for determining the best reference path.
The solution is calculated by iteratively performing forward simulations in order to
optimise an objective. Numerous variants of this approach exist.
One variant are the sampling based algorithms, frequently used in robotics [8]-[10].
The most well known sampling based algorithm is the Rapid-exploring Random Tree
(RRT) and its extensions. Sampling-based algorithms are applicable to very general
dynamical models and they do not require the explicit enumeration of constraints, but

allow trajectory-wise checking of possibly very complex constraints. The algorithm
solves for the input to the vehicle u(t) either by randomly sampling an input itself or by
sampling a configuration and reverse calculating u(t), typically with a lookup table. The
feasibility of the output is checked against vehicle and environmental constraints, such as
rollover and obstacle avoidance constraints. Sampling based algorithms have been
employed mostly on vehicles at very low speeds and for smooth trajectories [11]. For this
reason, in many papers, simple vehicle models -e.g. a Dubins car or a point mass which
do not consider vehicle side slip- are employed. The computational burden of sampling
based algorithms is an issue since they require the iterative solution of a differential
equation. Furthermore, complex space constraints can significantly decrease their
performance.
Another variant is Model Predictive Control (MPC) [12]-[14]. In some studies that
employ MPC the vehicle navigation problem is formulated as an optimal control problem
with constraints bounding a navigable region of the road surface [15]. In such a
formulation, a constraint planner iteratively predicts, over a horizon, the safe corridor by
use of sensor data and estimated behaviour of hazards and host vehicle [16]. The safe
corridor is presented as lateral position constraint vector and is used, together with the
vehicle dynamics prediction model, to compute an optimal sequence of control inputs and
the associated vehicle trajectory while optimizing the vehicle performance characteristics.
An optimal input sequence is computed, in each iteration, from which only the first step
is implemented. The control input is obtained as the solution of a nonlinear programming
(NLP) problem using a numerical optimisation algorithm [17]. In other studies instead of
a corridor a fixed reference path is given e.g. the trace of a leading vehicle [18], [19]. In

those cases the objective is - under the operating constraints - to follow the reference path
without hitting the obstacles. In MPC various vehicle dynamics models have been
utilised. The most popular is the bicycle model with two degrees of freedom; yaw rate
and lateral velocity. Recently bicycle vehicle models considering also the longitudinal
and lateral load transfer during manoeuvring have been studied [20]. The computational
burden is an issue also in MPC. In many cases simpler vehicle models have been utilised
for reducing the computational cost [9], [21]. Another option is to reduce the prediction
horizon. The disadvantage of a very short prediction horizon is that the vehicle becomes
mainly reactive which may lead to significant performance degradation and stability
problems.
A third variant of the first category is the optimal control framework [22], [23]. In this
framework, the trajectories are computed as the solution to an optimization problem that
seeks to minimize the manoeuvring time. Optimal control solutions for typical driving
scenarios using tyre and chassis models of different complexities have been studied and
the results were extensively analysed and discussed. One of the main conclusions was
that the tyre model has a fundamental influence on the resulting control inputs [24]. One
of the very interesting and important conclusions was that a few-state single-track vehicle
model combined with different tire models is able to replicate the behaviour of
experienced drivers [25]. The time optimal control optimization problem is challenging,
since the time-optimality implies that the tire-friction models operate on the boundary of
their validity. Furthermore, the numerical solution of a dynamic optimization problem
where the time horizon is free is in general more demanding than solving a problem with
fixed time horizon, because it adds additional degrees of freedom. In some cases it was

found that the optimization may not converge without proper initialization of the model
trajectories prior to the optimization. Again the main drawback of this variant is the large
computational cost. A potential solution is to store the optimal manoeuvres in a
manoeuvre automaton. However, this inhibits significantly flexibility [26].
In the second category, the reference path is designed based on a mathematical path
description. A number of assumptions is employed without the requirement to perform
forward simulations of any vehicle model. The methods in this category are
computationally fast. On the other hand it is possible to design paths which are
incompatible to the vehicle’s dynamics [27], [28] contrary to the methods belonging to
the first category where a vehicle model and its dynamics (yaw, slip) are taken into
account. This is a serious drawback and therefore a lot of methods focused on generating
smooth paths [29], [30]. The main idea is that by controlling the path’s dynamics it is
possible to influence favourably a vehicle’s path tracking performance.
In [31] the reference path was parameterized using two sixth order polynomials. The
polynomials’ unknown coefficients are computed by formulating the problem as a
constrained minimum travelling distance problem and by respecting the desired
conditions (position, velocity and acceleration) at the manoeuvre’s boundaries. Main
disadvantages of the method are that limits on acceleration and vehicle slip angle are
ignored and that high order polynomials may present oscillatory behaviour. A further
drawback is that the starting solution is a straight line. Thus, if there is not enough time to
calculate an optimised solution the most probable outcome is a collision.
In reference [32] the authors employed a sigmoidal-7th degree polynomial to
parameterize the reference path. The polynomial’s coefficients are determined based on

the desired lateral jerk acceleration, velocity and position at the path’s boundaries and by
the allowable lateral acceleration. The manoeuvring time is calculated based on a shape
factor which holds only for zero boundary conditions. Weaknesses of the method are the
that vehicle slip angle limitations are ignored and the lack of flexibility to define any
intermediate path conditions.
The authors in [33] used a sigmoide to describe the reference path. The sigmoide is
defined using three parameters which are chosen according to the driving situation such
that the evasive path length is minimal. Limitations regarding the maximum lateral
acceleration, maximal jerk and dynamics of the steering actuator are taken into account.
In that regard a nonlinear constrained optimization problem has to be solved. The method
has the drawback of neglecting vehicle slip angle limitations as well as the lack of
flexibility to define intermediate path conditions. Furthermore, lateral velocity and
acceleration have to be zero at the boundaries of the path.
However, in automated driving very complex scenarios may take place. To that
respect the authors in [34] presented a methodology for designing reference paths under
arbitrary boundary and intermediate conditions. The methodology, which is based on a
direct element concept, makes possible to define not only the conditions at the boundaries
of the path but also at any number of intermediate points. Furthermore, the boundary
conditions can take any values, so it works for straight and curved road segments.
Additionaly, due to the fact that lower order blending functions are utilized it is possible
to easily calculate the maximum position, angular velocity, acceleration and jerk values
in each element and thus check whether any constraint is violated. Another advantage of

the method is that the starting solution is a collision free path. On the other hand vehicle
slip angle limitations were neglected.
Surprisingly, up to now, most of the proposed “geometric” paths planning methods
(second category) ignore the role of vehicle slip angle. However, it is well known that
slip determines the vehicle’s manoeuvrability and that excessive slip angles may lead to
instability. In this paper, the methodology presented in [34] is extended to include the
vehicle slip angle. In a simple and computationally efficient way it is shown how to plan
and predict the slip angle for a reference path and how to compute the respective steering
input. Furthermore, a heuristic iterative algorithm that computes paths with minimized
maximum slip angle is presented. Numerical simulations illustrate the performance of the
method and show its strengths. For this purpose, the method is also compared to other
known methods in the literature. Finally, a comparative analysis has been conducted to
highlight the influence of vehicle properties on the optimized reference path.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the vehicle model and direct
element approach are discussed. In section 3 the slip angle prediction and heuristic
optimisation algorithms are presented. In Section 4 the path planner is evaluated for a
number of driving scenarios and compared to methods known from the literature. The
simulations and analysis are performed in Matlab. In Section 5 a comparison is made
between the optimized paths obtained for two different vehicle configurations. In Section
6 conclusions and future research directions are drawn.

2. Mathematical model

2.1

Consideration of vehicle slip angle in “geometric” path planning

In order to relate a vehicle’s slip angle to the dynamics of a reference path a vehicle
model needs to be utilized. Since a very detailed vehicle dynamic model can be difficult
to obtain and use, this paper uses a model that approximates vehicle motion with a
reasonable accuracy for the application in mind [35], [36].
The two track vehicle model (TTVM), shown in Figure 1, is employed to derive the
equations of motion described by lateral velocity v and yaw rate r [37]. The inherent
limitations of the TTVM model apply to the proposed method. It will not approximate
vehicle motion well at very low speeds, during tight manoeuvres or during high speed
manoeuvring where the influence of suspension geometry is critical. It is also known

1
from [10] that the linear bicycle model is valid only when Fy µax < ⋅ µ ⋅ Fz , effectively for
3
lateral accelerations up to 0.4 g’s for dry road conditions and 0.05 g’s on icy conditions.
However, it is highlighted that a well thought vehicle control strategy can compensate the
vehicle nonlinearities, as shown in [35].
For simplification reasons the forward vehicle velocity u f is assumed constant and
therefore the longitudinal dynamics is neglected. The equations of motion, Eq. (1)-(2),
are:

a)

b)

Figure 1. Top (a) and front (b) view of the vehicle model

(

)

m ⋅ v + r ⋅ u f = F yf + F yr

(1)

I z ⋅ r = ∑ M = l f ⋅ F yf − l r ⋅ F yr

(2)

where l f , l r are the distances from the front and rear axle to the centre of gravity
respectively and F yf , F yr the lateral tire forces on the front and rear axle.
Tire forces (unless balanced) are expected to reduce velocity when slip angles are
present. This is due to the fact that slip angles generate tire force components that oppose
velocity. For small slip angles the influence is negligible but for high slip angles the
effect is considerable. However, due to the fact that the vehicle slip angle β is bounded it
is expected that their influence will be -in most cases- limited [38]. In any case, other
parameters such as aerodynamic resistance and engine-gearbox friction losses will also
cause a reduction in forward velocity u f . A reduction in forward velocity u f means that
the vehicle will cover less distance both in longitudinal X and lateral direction Y. Thus, in
order to avoid near miss cases the desired boundary conditions should be defined
considering a reasonable safety factor.

Vehicle yaw rate r is limited either due to the finite tire-road friction μ or because of
the bounded load transfer limit δFz . In the first case, the yaw rate limit rmax, I is
determined as follows:

a y = v + u f ⋅ r ≤ a y max = m ⋅ m ⋅ g ⇒

(3)

Since, v = u f ⋅ tan β we have that

a y = u f ⋅ r + u f tan β +

u f ⋅ β
1 + tan 2 β

=uf ⋅r +

u f ⋅ β
1 + tan 2 β

(4)

where β is the vehicle slip angle and therefore,

rµax,I ≤

1
uf


u f ⋅ β 
⋅ µ ⋅ µ ⋅ g −


1 + tan 2 β 


(5)

where g is the gravitational acceleration.
In the second case, for stability reasons, the load transfer δFz during cornering is
limited. By applying moment equilibrium in the roll direction we get:

δFz =

m ⋅ ay ⋅ h
2⋅l

≤ δFz _ max

(6)

where h is the height of centre of gravity and δFz _ max the allowable vertical load
transfer. Combining Equations (4) and (6) gives the second bound rmax, II of yaw rate:

rmax, II

1
≤
uf

 2 ⋅ δF
u f ⋅ β 
z _ max ⋅ l

−
⋅


m⋅h
1 + tan 2 β 


(7)

In the European Union it is mandatory for all new vehicles to have an Electronic
Stability Control System (ESC) [38]. It is therefore assumed that the vehicle in this study
will have one, e.g. like the one described in [39]. An ESC system is activated if the yaw
rate r or slip angle β exceed their threshold values [38]. Thus, the assumption is made that
slip angle β is also limited by β max :

β ≤ β max

(8)

In Figure 2 a vehicle’s transient response for two different configurations is shown.
Although both yaw rates r converge to the same value, slip angles β are quite different.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that if only yaw rate limits are considered then it is
possible to design paths that will cause loss of manoeuvrability or stability to the vehicle.

a)

b)

Figure 2. Yaw rate (a) and slip angle (b) transient response for two different vehicle
configurations

2.2

Direct element path planning method

Although many methods already exist, path planning is still an active research topic as
the recent body of literature shows. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems become more
and more intelligent so that they can assist not only during critical events but also in
“challenging” or near critical events too. Thus, they evolve from a “one shot” operation
to a continuous one. The complexity of scenarios and the hard real time requirements to
be met require algorithms that can handle flexibly very complex driving scenarios in
minimum time. It is highlighted that a number of researchers formulate automated
driving as a collision avoidance problem [21].
The direct element path planning method is a flexible and computationally efficient
path planning method [34] because it can handle arbitrary boundary and intermediate
path conditions and transforms a dynamic optimisation problem into an algebraic one.
Since 2nd order and 3rd order blending functions are employed the maximum values of

yaw rate and slip angle in each element are calculated using simple algebraic formulas.
Thus, it is computationally efficient to check whether any constraints were violated.
Furthermore, it can work both in structured and unstructured environments where no
clear road markings are available. Last but not least, as it will be shown, it performs
much better than other “geometric” path planning methods.
The direct element method is briefly described in the following. A schematic of the
approach is shown in Figure 3. The total path is decomposed in N elements/segments.
Each element is denoted with a number n=1…N and has two nodes: the start node n a and
end node n b . The reference path is generated by joining the end node n b and start node
(n+1) a

of two consecutive elements n and n+1, n=1:..:N-1. Each element is

parameterized using two variables: time span t n span and the highest order constrained state
variable, in this case the second derivative of yaw rate rn = d 3n , t n ∈ [0, t span ] .

Figure 3. Direct element method: reference path decomposed in four elements

The angular acceleration rn , velocity rn and position θ n , in each element, are
described then as follows:

tnspan

∫ rn ⋅ dt = d 3n ⋅ t n + d 2n

rn =

(9)

0

tnspan

∫ rn ⋅ dt = d 3n ⋅ t n + d 2n ⋅ t n + d1n

rn =

2

(10)

0

tnspan

1

1

∫ rn ⋅ dt = 6 ⋅ d 3n ⋅ t n + 2 ⋅d 2n⋅t n + d1n ⋅ t n + d 0n

θn =

3

2

(11)

0

Time span t n span is chosen either by decomposing the total manoeuvring time
N

∑ t nspan = T

in N equal segments or by considering other parameters such as the change

n =1

of road curvature. The unknown states y n = [rn,a

rn,a

θ n, a

rn,b

rn,b

θ n,b ] at the

element’s nodes are expressed in matrix form as:

yn = A n ⋅ xn

[

y n = rn,a

rn,a

θ n,a

rn,b

rn,b

θ n,b

]T
(12)

x n = [d 3n

d 2n

d1n

d 0n ]T

0


0


0
An = 
t nspan

 0.5 ⋅ t 2
nspan

3
0.1667 ⋅ t nspan

1
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

t nspan

1

2
0.5 ⋅ t nspan

t nspan

0
0
1

0
0

1

Matrix A n constitutes the basis for joining the elements and deriving the system’s
solution y n , n=1:N. For more details on how many elements are needed, how to join
them and how to introduce the boundary and intermediate conditions the reader is
referred to [34].
An advantage of the direct element method is that a collision free path is obtained
already from the first solution. Subsequently an optimization algorithm can be used to
further optimize the path dynamics.

3. Vehicle slip prediction and path optimization

3.1

Vehicle slip prediction

The tire force F y in the lateral direction is a nonlinear function of tire’s slip angle α.
However, for small slip angles a linear relation exists and therefore front F y1 and rear
F y 2 tire lateral forces can be expressed as F yf = C f ⋅ α f and F yr = C r ⋅ α r , where C f ,

α f and C r , α r are the cornering stiffness and slip angle on the front and rear tire

respectively. It is assumed that a tire cornering stiffness estimator like the one described
in [40], [41] is utilized. In this case, Equations (1) & (2) are written also as:



m ⋅ v +


1
1
⋅ C f + C r ⋅ v + m ⋅ u f +
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − lr ⋅ Cr
uf
uf


) ⋅ r = C f ⋅ δ

(13)

I ⋅ r +

1
1
⋅ l f 2 ⋅ C f + lr 2 ⋅ Cr ⋅ r +
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − lr ⋅ Cr ⋅ v = a ⋅ C f ⋅ δ
uf
uf

(14)

(

(

)

(

)

(

)



Under the hypothesis that velocity v is described, in each finite element, by a third
order polynomial:

v = b3n ⋅ t 3 + b2n ⋅ t 2 + b1n ⋅ t + b0n

(15)

then by substituting Equation (15) in Equations (13), (14) and combining them the
following equation is obtained:




1
 1

⋅ C f + Cr −
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − l r ⋅ C r  ⋅ t 3 + 3 ⋅ m ⋅ t 2  ⋅ b3n

⋅
u
u
l


f
f

 f




1
 1

+ 
⋅ C f + Cr −
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − l r ⋅ C r  ⋅ t 2 + 2 ⋅ m ⋅ t  ⋅ b2 n
⋅
u
u
l



f
f
 f


(

(

)

(

)

(

)

)


1
 1
+ 
⋅ C f + Cr −
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − lr ⋅ Cr
⋅
u
u
l


f
f
f


(

(

)

 1
1
+
⋅ C f + Cr −
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − lr ⋅ Cr
u f ⋅l f
 u f

(

)

(










) ⋅ t + m ⋅ b1n

(16)



) ⋅ b0n = I ⋅ r +


2
2

lf
l f ⋅ C f + lr ⋅ Cr 
+
− l f ⋅m ⋅ u f +
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − lr ⋅ Cr
uf
uf




(



)  ⋅ r
 


Equation (16) holds - at least - for one point (collocation point) in each element.
Furthermore, if it is required for velocity v and its first two derivatives to be continuous
over two consecutive elements:

vn,b = vn +1, a

(17)

vn,b = vn +1, a

(18)

vn,b = vn +1, a

(19)

three more equations are acquired. For N elements there are N u =4∙N unknown
coefficients and N c =N+(N-1)·3=4·N-3 constraints. The rest three equations, so that N u =
N c , are obtained from the following boundary conditions:

v1,a = v(t = 0)

(20)

v N ,b = v(t = T )

(21)

v N ,b = v(t = T )

(22)

Four (4) elements are required to obtain a solution. The solution of the linear system
of Equations (15)-(22), gives the coefficients b3n , b2n , b1n , b0n for n=1…N and thus the
vehicle slip v and slip angle β =

v
for the entire manoeuvre.
uf

In the same line of thought, it is hypothesized that the steering input δ is described by
a third order polynomial in each finite element:

δ = c 3n ⋅ t 3 + c 2 n ⋅ t 2 + c1n ⋅ t + c 0 n

(23)

By combining Equations (14), (15) and (23) the coefficients c 3n , c 2n , c 1n and c 0n are
expressed as:

c 3n =

(

)

1
⋅ l f ⋅ Cf1 − l r ⋅ Cr ⋅ b3n
u f ⋅ l f ⋅ Cf

(24)

c2n =

1
u f ⋅l f ⋅C f

(

) 12 ⋅ d

⋅ l f 2 ⋅ C f + lr 2 ⋅ Cr ⋅

(

3n

+

(25)

)

1
⋅ l f ⋅ C f − l r ⋅ C r ⋅ b2 n
u f ⋅ l f ⋅ Cf

c1n =

(

+

c0n =

)

1
1
⋅ I z ⋅ d 3n +
⋅ l f 2 ⋅ C f + l r 2 ⋅ C r ⋅ d 2n
l f ⋅C f
u f ⋅l f ⋅C f
1
u f ⋅l f ⋅C f

(

)

⋅ l f ⋅ C f − l r ⋅ C r ⋅ b1n

(

)

d 2n
1
+
⋅ l f 2 ⋅ C f + l r 2 ⋅ C r ⋅ d1n
l f ⋅C f u f ⋅l f ⋅C f
+

1
u f ⋅l f ⋅C f

(26)

(

)

(27)

⋅ l f ⋅ C f − l r ⋅ C r ⋅ b0 n

Obviously different path decomposition -selection of t n span - leads to different
reference path. In general, there are infinite reference paths that satisfy the boundary
conditions. The reason for using, usually in the first step, uniform path decomposition is
because all elements share the same matrix A n and the linear system of equations can be
solved with less computational burden.

3.2

Minimum vehicle slip v path planning

The reference path is computed for a manoeuvring period T which is usually
0
determined by the time to collision (TTC) algorithm [32]. The initial partition t nspan
of

elements is chosen by uniformly decomposing the total manoeuvring time T in N
segments or by considering other parameters such as the change of road curvature.
The partition chosen initially might not be optimal in terms of the vehicle slip angle β
response. It is possible to repartition the manoeuvring time and get a reference path that
causes lower slip angles β. Changing the initial partition is a computationally complex
task because the problem is characterized by numerous local minima. Well-known
optimization algorithms as the Nelder-Mead algorithm, Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno algorithm and genetic algorithms have been tested and failed to find an optimal
solution or weren’t real time capable [42]. In this study we propose an empirical formula
i +1
to calculate a new input t nspan
,cmd for the elements’ repartition. The main idea behind the

iterative algorithm is to reduce the maximum slip angle by equally distributing the
tnspan

“work” done

∫ β ⋅ dt

in each element. For more details the reader is referred to [43]. In

0

particular the following formula is employed:

i +1
t nspan
,cmd =

b3n 4
b
b
3
2
⋅ t nspan + 2 n ⋅ t nspan
+ 1n ⋅ t nspan
+ b0 n ⋅ t nspan
4
3
2
b
b
b
4
3
2
+ 2 n ⋅ t nspan
+ 1n ⋅ t nspan
+ b0 n ⋅ t nspan
∑  43n ⋅ t nspan
3
2
n =1 
N





⋅T

(28)

i +1
A first order stable iterative algorithm has been designed and uses t nspan
,cmd as an

input:

i
)
d (t nspan

di

i
i +1
+ κ ⋅ t nspan
= t nspan
,cmd

i +1
i
− t nspan
t nspan

di

i
i +1
+ κ ⋅ t nspan
= t nspan
,cmd

i +1
i
i +1
t nspan
= (1 − κ ⋅ di ) ⋅ t nspan
+ di ⋅ t nspan
,cmd

(29)

(30)

31)

where i is the iteration number and κ a coefficient chosen by the user. It has been
found that a selection 1 − κ ⋅ di = 0.1 works well in practice.
Obviously, the performance of the method depends on the accurate estimation of
vehicle parameters used in Equations (16), (24)-(27). There are many techniques that can
be employed prior to the initiation of a manoeuvre to improve the quality of estimation.
Nevertheless, the method is flexible and computationally efficient so it can re-plan a path
along a manoeuvre if a better estimation of vehicle parameters or target objects is
available (e.g. moving obstacles). It is stressed that with the proposed method the
transition from the old to the new path will be smooth.

4. Numerical examples – Discussion

In the following three numerical examples are presented and analysed. The results and
their discussion show the proposed method’s performance and its advantages over other
known methods.

4.1

Case 1: Reference path on a straight line road segment: Ydes = 3 m and

T =2s

In the first scenario, the host vehicle is approaching a stationary vehicle on a straight
road segment. This represents a two-lane scenario with one lane blocked off. The goal is
for the host vehicle to manoeuvre around the obstacle to the right using the available
space including the hard shoulder.
The vehicle is moving at a speed u f = 80 km / h . Suddenly, an obstacle at distance
d = 44.4 m appears in its direction of travel. The road surface is dry ( µ = 1 ). To avoid the

collision the vehicle has to displace laterally by Ydes = 3 m . The vehicle parameters used
in the first example are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Vehicle & tire parameters used in case 1: VT1
Name

Parameter

Value

m [kg]

868

Distance from ground to CG

h [m]

0

Moment of inertia - to z axis

I z [kg·m2]

2877

Half length of the wheel axle

l [m]

0.765

Vehicle mass

Distance of front axle from cog

l f [m]

1.3

Distance of rear axle from cog

l r [m]

1.7

Front tire cornering stiffness

C f [N/rad]

46000

Rear tire cornering stiffness

C r [N/rad]

38000

A uniform element decomposition is chosen. The desired lateral displacement Υ of the
vehicle is shown in Figure 4a, while the computed steering input δ, Equations (23)-(27),
in Figure 4b. The response of yaw rate rate r and lateral velocity v using the direct
element method (de method) and their comparison with the numerical results obtained
when integrating the vehicle Equations (int method), Eq. (1)-(2), are shown in Figure 5.
For the integration the ode45 algorithm in Matlab was employed which is essentially an
explicit Runge-Kutta 45 formula.

a)

b)

Figure 4. Case 1 – VT1: Reference path (left) and steering input (right)

a)

b)

Figure 5. Case 1 – VT1: Yaw rate r (left) and lateral velocity v (right) response.
Comparison between two methods

From the results it is observed that the steering input δ, computed by the direct
element method, produces the desired reference path. The yaw rate response r between
the direct element (de) and integration method is almost identical. The lateral velocity
response v is quite similar but there is a phase difference, approximately 0.1 s, between
them. The difference is because of the chosen collocation point. It has been validated,
using an extensive number of trials, that a different collocation point may improve the
phase error but will decrease the amplitude accuracy. There is a trade-off between phase
and amplitude accuracy.
The performance of the method has been compared to other well known methods for
a lane change manoeuvre presented in [9]. The case study is very similar to case study 1
with the only difference that the manoeuvring time is 2.5 s. The maximum lateral

acceleration and lateral jerk results of the proposed method, MPC, state lattice, cubic and
quintic splines are listed and compared in Table 2.

Table 2 Maximum lateral acceleration and lateral jerk values for a case study described
in [9] using the Direct Element, Model Predictive Control, State Lattice, Cubic Spline
and Quintic Spline methods
Results
Lateral acceleration [m/s2]

Lateral jerk [m/s3]

Direct Element

4.64

19

Model Predictive

5.1

20

State Lattice

4.7

14

Cubic Spline

6.1

14

6

18

Method

Control

Quintic Spline

The direct element method performs better compared to the other geometric path
planning methods (cubic and quintic splines) and has a very similar response to the one
obtained using MPC or state lattice. A further advantage of the direct element method
compared to other geometric methods is the flexibility to include intermediate conditions.
For example in Figure 6 the reference paths obtained for a varying intermediate condition
Ydes (t = 0.8 s ) = [0.5, 0.75, 0.9] m are shown.

Figure 6. Case 1 – VT1: Reference paths under additional intermediate conditions
Ydes (t = 0.8 s ) = [0.5, 0.75, 0.9] m

4.2

Case 2: Reference path generation with change in direction of travel:

Ydes = 3 m , θ des = 10 o and T=2 s

In the second driving scenario the vehicle moves longitudinally on a road segment
with a speed u f = 22.2 m / s . The tire-road friction coefficient is µ = 1 . Due to road works,
the vehicle has to displace laterally by Ydes = 3 m and change its direction of travel by
θ des = 10 o within T=2 s. The proposed path planner is set to generate a reference path by
using equally distanced elements.

The transient lateral displacement Y and respective steering input δ are plotted in
Figures 7a & 7b. The comparison between yaw rate r and lateral velocity v results for the
direct element and integration method are shown in Figures 8a & 8b. The vehicle
parameters used in this example are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Vehicle & tire parameters used in case 2: VT2
Name

Parameter

Value

m [kg]

1737

Distance from ground to CG

h [m]

0

Moment of inertia - to z axis

I z [kgm2]

2877

Half length of the wheel axle

l [m]

0.765

Distance of front axle from cog

l f [m]

1.7

Distance of rear axle from cog

l r [m]

1.3

Front tire cornering stiffness

C f [N/rad]

46000

Rear tire cornering stiffness

C r [N/rad]

56000

Vehicle mass

a)

b)

Figure 7. Case 2 – VT2: Reference path (left) and steering input (right)

a)

b)

Figure 8. Case 2 – VT2: Yaw rate r (left) and lateral velocity v (right) response.
Comparison between two methods

Again, the calculated steering input produces the desired reference path. As in case 1,
the yaw rate response r is almost identical between the two methods. Lateral velocity v is
similar but there is an amplitude difference. With the direct element method a maximum

lateral velocity of 0.59 m/s is predicted, while with the integration one a maximum of
0.68 m/s. The error is approximately 15%.
The performance of the method has been compared to another one for a similar case
study. In particular, a case was studied in which a vehicle driven at 19.44 m/s approaches
a stationary target in a curve radius of 150 m. The manoeuvring time is T=2.75 s. The test
condition set up is severe as compared to highway/autobahn scenario where 150 m radius
is rarely encountered [44]. The maximum yaw rate obtained using the direct element
method and the one described in [44] are listed in Table 4. It is highlighted that the
results using the direct element method were obtained for a uniform element partition.

Table 4 Maximum yaw rate values obtained in the case study described in [44] using the
direct element method and the one in [44]
Results
Method
Direct Method
Shah et al (2013)

4.3

Yaw rate [deg/s]
17.8
30

Case 3: Reference path optimisation: Ydes = 3 m , θdes = 10o , rdes = 0.1

rad/s and T=1.5 s

The third driving scenario is utilized to derive an optimized reference path using the
direct element method. It is hypothesized that the vehicle moves on a straight road
segment with u f = 22.2 m / s and that the friction coefficient is µ = 1 . The number of lanes

reduces from two to one at a distance d = 33.3 m . The vehicle has to displace laterally by
Ydes = 3 m , change its direction of travel by θdes = 10o and enter a circular road segment
with rdes = 0.052 rad/s.
In the first iteration a reference path is planned using equally distanced elements. In
the second iteration, a collision avoidance path is planned by redistributing the elements
according to Equation (31). Table 5 lists the convergence of the iterative algorithm. As
observed only a few iterations are required. If the computational cost is more important
than accuracy then the result of the second iteration can already be utilized.
The transient lateral displacement Y for iterations 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 9.
The comparison between yaw rate r and lateral velocity v results (first and second
iteration) are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The vehicle parameters VT2 are the same as in
case 2. The dynamic properties of the two paths differ, as shown in Figures 9, 10 & 11.
The maximum yaw rate r has reduced from 0.27 rad/s to 0.18 rad/s and the maximum
lateral velocity v from 0.58 m/s to 0.44 m/s. The reduction in the maximum lateral
velocity, and therefore the vehicle slip angle β, is approximately 25%.

Table 5 Case 3- VT2: Convergence of the iterative algorithm

Iteration number
1

2

3

4

Element 1

0.375 s

0.075 s

0.075 s

0.075 s

Element 2

0.375 s

0.465 s

0.3 s

0.285 s

t n span

Element 3

0.375 s

0.63 s

0.795 s

0.81 s

Element 4

0.375 s

0.33 s

0.33 s

0.33 s

Figure 9. Case 3 – VT2: Convergence of reference paths

a)

b)

Figure 10. Case 3 – VT2: Yaw rate response r (left) and lateral velocity v (right)
response using equally distributed elements

a)

b)

Figure 11. Case 3 – VT2: Yaw rate response r (left) and lateral velocity v (right)
response using unequally distributed elements

5. Path optimization - Comparison between two vehicle configurations

In the direct element method, in the first step, a collision free path is calculated. The path
primarily satisfies the desired boundary and intermediate conditions. It is usually
obtained with a uniform element partition in which the vehicle configuration doesn’t play
any role. Vehicle slip is checked only against its limit, Equation (8).
On the other hand, in the second step the vehicle slip is utilized to plan an optimized
path. The iterative algorithm in Equation (31) is used for this purpose. Different vehicle
configurations exhibit different vehicle responses and therefore the resulting optimized
reference paths are different.
For example, in the following, the optimized path in case 3 for another vehicle
configuration is shown and discussed. The vehicle parameters are specified in Table 6
while the convergence of the iterative algorithm is given in Table 7. The optimized yaw
rate and vehicle slip responses are illustrated in Figure 12.
The optimized element partition is different in the third configuration. The width of
the second element is significantly reduced while those of elements 1 & 3 are reduced
slightly. Furthermore, it is observed that although the vehicle yaw rate responses are quite
the same the vehicle slip responses are quite different, refer to Figures 11 & 12. Although
not shown here, it is mentioned that the optimized steering commands for the two vehicle
configurations are completely different.
The vehicle parameter set VT3 used in this section is entirely different from the one
VT2 used in the previous one. From numerous numerical experiments performed it has
been concluded that a small variation of the vehicle parameters will not lead to a
significant change of the elements optimized partition. Thus, the method is to a certain
extent robust.

Table 6 Vehicle & tire parameters used in case 3: VT3
Name

Parameter

Value

m [kg]

868

Distance from ground to CG

h [m]

0

Moment of inertia - to z axis

I z [kg·m2]

1438

Half length of the wheel axle

l [m]

0.765

Distance of front axle from cog

l f [m]

1.3

Distance of rear axle from cog

l r [m]

1.7

Front tire cornering stiffness

C f [N/rad]

38000

Rear tire cornering stiffness

C r [N/rad]

46000

Vehicle mass

Table 7 Case 3 – VT3: Convergence of the iterative algorithm
Iteration number
1

2

3

4

Element 1

0.375 s

0.05 s

0.05 s

0.05 s

Element 2

0.375 s

0.20 s

0.05 s

0.05 s

Element 3

0.375 s

0.7 s

0.72 s

0.72s

Element 4

0.375 s

0.05 s

0.18 s

0.18 s

t n span

a)

b)

Figure 12. Case 3 – VT3: Yaw rate response r (left) and lateral velocity v (right)
response using unequally distributed elements

6. Conclusions
Vehicle manufacturers and suppliers envision reducing fatalities and serious injuries to
zero. However, in the UK the number of fatal accidents on rural roads is approximately
double the one on urban and statistics showed that urban road accidents decreased less
compared to other road types. Automated driving is proposed as a potential solution to
this problem. Core in AD is the ability to plan safe and feasible paths that can match any
road geometry and vehicle dynamics.
A literature survey has revealed that two categories of path planning methods mainly
exist. One category uses iteratively forward vehicle model simulations while the second
one uses mathematical functions to describe the geometry of the path (geometric path
planning). In this study, a new method belonging to the second category is presented and
discussed in detail.

One of the main contributions of this study is the development of a “geometric”
method that predicts vehicle slip along the reference path. To our knowledge this is
unique for a “geometric” path planning method. The second contribution is the
development of an iterative algorithm that plans an optimized –with respect to vehicle
slip- reference path.
The method has been evaluated for a number of case studies, typically found on rural
road networks. A comparison with other methods, known from the literature, has shown
its good performance because it performs better than most of the other methods. It has a
small computational cost as it usually requires the solution of eight algebraic equations
and a sparse 16×16 linear system. The method is very flexible since it is possible define
arbitrary boundary and any number of intermediate path conditions. The method usually
converges within 2-3 iterations while with classical optimization algorithms it is very
hard even to find the optimum solution. A further advantage is that the solution obtained
in the first iteration is already a collision-free path.
In the future, a systematic study on the choice of the collocation point and its
influence on the method’s performance need to be undertaken. Furthermore, the
algorithm will be developed and tested for other case studies where time optimal
solutions are sought e.g. minimum time cornering.
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